An automatic unsupervised classification of 1318 light curves of variable stars, including eclipsing binaries along with some possible pulsating stars, has been performed using k-medoids clustering method. This separates the stars according to their geometrical configuration in a more scientific way compared to the subjective traditional classification scheme. The light curves in the Galaxy, subjectively grouped in four categories (EA, EB, EW, PUL) in Miller et al. (2010) , have been found to consist of two optimum groups containing primarily eclipsing binaries corresponding to bright, massive systems and fainter, less massive systems. Our technique has been assessed in terms of clustering accuracy measure the Average Silhouette Width, which shows the resulting clustering pattern is quite good.
Introduction
Eclipsing binaries (Es) can be treated as fundamental probe for studying stellar structure and stellar evolution. The joint analysis of their light curves (LCs) as well as velocity curves (1 − 2%) (Bradstreet and Steelman 2002; Chattopadhyay et al. 2016 ) determines their masses, radii, luminosity and temperature (Chattopadhyay et al. 2016 ). Study of Es in external galaxies (Akerlof et al. 2000 ; Street et al. 2004 ; Graczyk et al. 2011 ) has made it possible to explore stellar evolution and to establish various formation theories for galaxies with varying evolutionary and chemical history compared to our own Galaxy (e.g. LMC, SMC). Moreover, they play an important role in distance indicators to many galaxies. The distance moduli for early type nearby galaxies have shown that the accuracy is as close as ±0.1 mag (Giménez et al. 1994 ), a precision comparable to that obtained for individual Cepheid variables. Hence an improved and concise database of Es may lead to an improvement in the extragalactic distance scale estimations.
In recent studies, several photometric surveys ( The above observations are generally related to Galactic Bulge, Magellanic clouds or globular cluster surveys. Miller et al. (2010) have carried out observations of Es (along with some possible pulsating stars) covering 0.25 square degree region of the Galactic plane centered on Galactic coordinates (l, b) of (330.94, −2.28) deg. The majority of stars in the above region are thought to be associated with the Normal Spiral Arm. A large catalogue of Es (viz. 7179 LCs) has been compiled by Malkov and Avvakumova (2013) along with update on some previous catalogues (Malkov et al. 2006 ; Avvakumova et al. 2013). However, in the present paper we decided to focus on the LCs of Es of Miller et al. (2010) , as we are interested in the classification of binary stars in our Galaxy associated with the spiral arms.
LCs of Es are time series data and can be clustered to find out the possible sources of homogeneous groups in the data set, e.g. Kochoska et al. 2017 ; Mowlavi et al. 2017 ; Süveges et al. 2017 . In those model based classification schemes (e.g. polynomial or two-Gaussian model fitting, etc.), the error is around 10% which is mainly due to the similarity of LCs originating from different physical systems. In particular, Kochoska et al. 2017 have found four groups of which the first two and the last two have similar Kepler polyfit primary depths indicating merely two significant groups. This is somewhat similar to the present case, but unlike the previous methods, the present one is a nonparametric partitioning approach. The k-medoids algorithm (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990) is one of the most well-known partitioning based clustering method, which is very classical in statistical analysis. This method is robust against noise, outliers, extreme values and sparsely distributed data (Singh et al. 2011 ), which often arise in real data sets. This method can be used to partition the data where no prior classification information is available. It uses some distance measure computed between the data sets and allows to adopt any distance measure according to the nature of the given data. It is very important to notice that distance measures, which have been evidenced to analyze cross-sectional data well, may not be appropriate for time series data, as not all distance measures can extract the temporal information in the data. So a proper distance measure for computing distance between time series at hand is to be carefully chosen. Depending upon the nature of time series, we have selected complexity invariance distance (CID) measure (Prati and Batista 2012; Batista et al. 2014; Wei 2014 ) and used it in combination with k-medoids clustering method to explore the clusters in our data. As competitor we consider another popular time series distance, Dynamic Time Warping distance (hereafter denoted by DTW) ( Cassisi et al. 2012) , which is computed by Dynamic Time Warping to find an optimal alignment between two given times series under certain restrictions, where the optimal alignment is reached by minimizing the sum of the distances between the aligned elements. We have applied k-medoids clustering method with CID, Euclidean distance (ED) and DTW to the time-dependent observations over phase, i.e. the folded LCs which are mono-periodic time series. We have compared the clustering results in terms of the Average Silhouette Width (ASW) (Rousseeuw et al. 1987) , which stands for a measure of how appropriately the data has been clustered, and shown that CID has outper-formed the other two, resulting in quite good clustering pattern consisting primarily of two groups of Es.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we have described the data and the transformations used on the data. Section 3 describes the clustering method with the distance measures and the accuracy measure used in our work. Result and discussion are given in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.
Data
The present data set is taken from Miller et al. (2010) where for each of the 1318 variable stars in our Galaxy, there is a LC file together with R-band magnitude, colours (B-R, R-I) and period (P). The variable stars mainly consist of Es along with some possible pulsating stars (201 uncertain and 118 confirmed pulsating stars according to the subjective classification). For each LC, relative flux variation in R-band is given on a continuous time scale in Heliocentric Julian Date (HJD) within the range from 2452450.62250 HJD to 2453607.61580 HJD. Each LC is unequally spaced of different length (here, length of a LC refers to the number of observations on that LC) having values at different time points. For these variable stars, the length of the LCs varies from 130 to 264 (except one LC having length 5) and period ranges from several hours to several weeks.
Phase computation, Interpolation and Binning
As there are different lengths of the LCs having values at different time points, comparison of the LCs are only possible in terms of observations over each cycle. Hence we transform the given LCs of the stars, with known and constant period, into phase series (see, Appendix A1). Now, for clustering these time series, using the distance measure under consideration (discussed in Section 3.2), we need to get a full cycle over phase 0 to phase 1 for each LC having values at the same and equidistant phase points. Hence we use Linear Spline or Piecewise Linear Interpolation (Cassisi et al. 2012) , and obtain observations at 272 equidistant phase points over the phase interval [0,1] for each LC (for details, see, Appendix A1).
Classification scheme
A classification scheme aims to separate eclipsing binary systems according to the geometrical configuration. The subjective classification separates the LCs into four groups, viz. Algol type (EA), Beta Lyrae (EB), W Ursae Majoris (EW) and un-categorized Pulsating stars (PUL). But subjectivity sometimes includes degeneracy, i.e. it includes systems with different physical properties in the same group. This traditional scheme is based on the appearance of the LCs, which is not only almost obsolete but also rather misleading. Most importantly, many of the stars were categorized with uncertainty or ambiguity. The present classification tries to minimize the above limitations so that it can significantly solve the class heterogeneity and the subjectivity of the traditional LC classification. Our classification relates the groups established to the geometry, in the sense that the systems with the same geometrical configuration are classified in the same group. We found that a simple two-group clustering is sufficient to separate the systems into homogeneous classes.
Clustering is one of the most important research areas in the field of data mining. In simple words, clustering is a division of data into different groups, called clusters. Data are grouped into clusters in such a way that within a group observations are similar and between the groups observations are dissimilar. Because it aims at minimizing within-group distance while maximizing between-group distance. It is useful to obtain interesting patterns and structures from large data sets. 
k-Medoids: Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM)
k-medoids is an unsupervised learning method among the partitioning based clustering methods which can be applied to time series data. We use a fast and efficient algorithm for k-medoids clustering method (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990) . It is based on the search for k medoids among the observations of the data set. A medoid is the representative object of the cluster it belongs to. These k medoids represent the various structural aspects of the data set being investigated. This method partitions the whole data set of size, say, N into k mutually exclusive and exhaustive clusters around k medoids, where a medoid is that object of the cluster for which the sum of distances to all the other objects of the cluster is minimal.
In the presence of noise or outliers, this method is more robust compared to k-means clustering using ED. Because it minimizes a sum of distances (any arbitrary distance which may not be ED) instead of a sum of squared EDs and it uses medoids, instead of means, which are less influenced by outliers or other extreme values than means (Singh et al. 2011 ). k-medoids method can be applied using any arbitrary distance measure depending upon the nature of the given data, and this algorithm enables us to input user-defined distance measure. The detailed algorithm is given in Appendix A2, where the number of clusters (k) is chosen by ASW (discussed in Section 3.3).
Distance measure
We consider the complexity invariance for time series and use CID ( We adopted CID to compute the distances between time series, because the observed LCs over phase show considerable complexity in terms of the Complexity Estimate defined in (2) . Moreover, CID can be computed in linear time, has no parameters, is easily interpretable, considers the relative complexity of time series, and hence improves the clustering accuracy.
For our data we have compared the clustering results obtained through CID, ED and DTW in combination with k-medoids clustering method, in terms of ASW (see, Section 3.3), and shown that CID outperformed the other two (see, Fig. 1 ).
Here CID between two time series X with values x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n and Y with values y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n corresponding to time points t = 1, 2, ..., n, is defined as
where CF is a Complexity Correction factor given by
with the following Complexity Estimate of time series X
and
There . . , y n corresponding to time points t = 1, 2, ..., m and t = 1, 2, ..., n respectively. Dynamic Time Warping finds the warping path W = w 1 , w 2 , ..., w l , ..., w L of contiguous elements on the local distance matrix, whose (i, j)
, satifies the following conditions, 1) Boundary conditions:
2) Continuity: For w l+1 = (i l+1 , j l+1 ) and w l = (i l , j l ), i l+1 − i l ≤ 1 and j l+1 − j l ≤ 1 for all l = 1, 2, ..., L − 1, and 3) Monotonicity: For w l+1 = (i l+1 , j l+1 ) and w l = (i l , j l ), i l+1 − i l ≥ 0 and j l+1 − j l ≥ 0 for all l = 1, 2, ..., L − 1. Now, DTW which is an optimal path between X and Y under the stated restrictions is defined as,
Dynamic programming can be used to effectively find this path by evaluating the recursive function given below (for details, see, Giorgino 2009 and references therein),
In our study, m = n and ED is a particular form of DTW with w l = (i l , j l ), i = j = l.
Silhouette Width
Partitioning methods like k-medoids require that the number of clusters (i.e. k) be given by the user. Here the optimum value of k is chosen from ASW (Rousseeuw et al. 1987 ), shown in Table 1 , which accounts for the efficacy of the cluster analysis and hence is used as an accuracy measure. For each observation i, the Silhouette Width (SW) s(i) (see, Appendix A3) lies from -1 to 1. Observation with a large positive s(i) (close to 1) is very well clustered, s(i) around 0 means that the observation lies between two clusters, and observation with a small negative s(i) (near -1) is probably placed in the wrong cluster. ASW for the data set is the average SW over all i. ASW is calculated for a range of values of k = 2, 3, 4, ..., etc and the value of k is chosen for which ASW is maximum. For the present situation, ASW for various values of k is documented in Table 1 , which indicates optimum value of k is 2.
The Silhouette plot (Rousseeuw et al. 1987 ) gives a graphical representation of SW of each of the members belonging to individual clusters. The grey shade indicates the SW of an observation, i.e. here an interpolated LC over phase [0, 1] using which the clustering is performed, arranged in descending (from top to bottom) order for individual clusters (see, Fig. 2 corresponds to k-medoids clustering method through CID for k = 2). From the figure it is clear that all the LCs in cluster 1 have positive SWs with most LCs having significantly high SW values (i.e. very well clustered) and all LCs except a few in cluster 2 have positive SWs with most of them having quite high positive SWs (i.e. well clustered), indicate that the tightness of individual clusters and separation between the two clusters are significant. ASW for cluster 1, cluster 2 and the whole data set are computed as 0.77, 0.51, 0.68, respectively, show that the data is quite well clustered.
Result and discussion
We compare k-medoids clustering method through CID with other existing methods in the literature, which have been successfully used for unsupervised classification of Es. We apply very popular DBSCAN method (Kochoska et al. 2017), with distance measure CID and parameters ǫ = 0.5 and MinP ts = 5, to the interpolated phase series. But it fails to identify the clustering nature in the data set, and results in only one group of size 253 with 1065 variable stars assigned as noise points. If we consider the noise points as a separate group , then also it gives a poor discrimination with ASW equals to 0.24. Again we transform the interpolated series into two-dimensional data through t−SNE technique (Kirk et al. 2016; Kochoska et al. 2017) , where the distance between the LCs is measured by CID, and apply DBSCAN (ǫ = 0.5, MinP ts = 5) with ED to this transformed data. This method also fails to reveal the inherent groups, showing five scattered clusters of sizes 5 to 7 and 1291 noise points. While our method, robust against noise and outliers, exposes physically interpretable clusters from the linearly interpolated series with significant accuracy.
Two clusters, denoted by k1 and k2, consisting of 838 and 480 variable stars respectively, are found through k-medoids clustering with CID, irrespective of their subjective classification (see, Table 2 ). Template LCs of the clusters are displayed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . Cluster-wise representative LCs, i.e. two sets of observed LCs, shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , indicate their similarity with the template LCs of the clusters they are classified to. The average properties of the clusters are reported in Table 3 . We also check the superiority (see , Table 1 ) and the robustness (see , Table 4 ) of our method by comparing it with k-means clustering applied to linear features (Modak et al. 2017) , extracted from the interpolated series in terms of the first ten principal components describing more than 80% variation in the series. It can be seen that k-means clustering also hints at two optimal groups in the variable stars (see , Table 1 ), namely c1 and c2, whose template LCs are shown in Fig. 7. Figs 3 and 7 indicate the similarity between c1 and k1, and c2 and k2. Also Tables 3 and 4 show that the average parameter values, except for B-I, are comparable for the two groups obtained from two different methods, whereas Table 1 suggests our method performs the clustering with significantly higher accuracy in terms of ASW (i.e. with much larger value of ASW). Hence further astrophysical analyses of the groups are carried out based on the results obtained from k-medoids clustering.
Figures 3 − 6 and Table 3 indicate that in k1 (red LCs), the average time period is larger and the variation of LC between the two minima is less compared to those in k2 (black LCs). These indicate that k1 system consists of stars which form a more or less detached or semidetached system. Also the depths of the two minima of LCs for k1 are smaller compared to those for k2. This indicates k1 systems have a less massive secondary, whereas the masses are comparable for k2 systems. The colour-magnitude diagram (Fig.  8) , the colour histograms ( Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 ) and Table 3 show that k1 systems are bluer, i.e. have temperature higher than those of k2 systems. So k1 systems belong to early and k2 systems belong to late spectral types.
In this respect it is worthwhile to mention that classification of Es has been performed by many authors, e.g. Sarro 2006) classified 81 Es using neural networks, which fall in Bayesian ensemble and hence are model-based, and compared their various properties, e.g. mass, period, separation, etc. The groups found have a high degree of superposition with respect to the above-mentioned parameters (e.g. total mass versus orbital separation). But the present work, first of all, is a nonparametric classification scheme, and there is a well-defined distinction between the LCs of the two groups of Es, both from the aspects of their average LCs and representative LCs. Also the parameters regarding several magnitudes, colours and period are distinctly different for the two groups (e.g. the period is almost double in k1 compared to k2). In addition, the size of our data set is much larger. Finally Sarro et al. (2006) concluded that LC classification, like we perform, is always better than the classification with respect to the parameters derived from the LCs. Malkov et al. (2007) classified a new catalogue of 6330 Es on the basis of several observable parameters depending on the LCs. Though the size of the data set is larger than the present one, but the classification is subjective and restricted by several assumptions unlike our method. Prša et al. (2008) classified the parameters of Es, derived from 10,000 synthetic LCs and 50 real LCs of Es, by artificial neural network (ANN) method. In contradistinction to them, our nonparametric method is solely based on the observed LCs rather than the parameters derived from the synthetic LCs. In our case, the number of classes of Es is found scientifically, whereas they made use of subjectively presumed five classes of Es and the properties of each class are predicted through ANN by artificially best reproducing parameters. Matijevič et al.
(2012) used dimension reduction technique based on LLE algorithm, and found that the projection onto a two-dimensional space can preserve the local geometry. This is somewhat consistent with our findings as we also objectively obtain two groups of Es, but finally their groups reduce to a single parameter equivalent to "detachedness" of the binaries and their method is a dimension reduction technique rather than a classification scheme. Kirk et al. (2016) classified about 2,00,000 observed LCs of Es by LIE method, but they also discussed the properties of the classes through dimension reduction technique and assuming the number of classes of Es as prerequisite. Hence, in the present work, we use k-medoids algorithm in a multidimensional space, which is a classifier (for given the number of classes, i.e. k) rather than a dimension reduction technique, and does not adopt any model assumptions unlike the previous works and is completely nonparametric. We also show statistically that k-medoids is better compared to other classifiers. Overall, our k-medoids method has the following merits over the possible competitors.
• Real LCs are used.
• Parameters derived from the LCs are not used.
• Nonparametric approach (i.e. not model-based) is adopted.
• Number of groups of Es is unknown at the initial point (i.e. the algorithm can be used for both clustering or unsupervised classification, and classification).
• The algorithm is a classifier in a multidimensional space, in our case the relative R-band magnitude at each phase point corresponds to a dimension.
Conclusion
We have classified 1318 LCs of eclipsing binaries along with some possible pulsating stars in the Galaxy which lie primarily along the spiral arms. k-medoids method in combination with CID has been employed for crossverification of the subjectively classified variable stars (Miller et al. 2010) , gives rise to two clusters k1 and k2, where the resulting clustering has been assessed as quite good in terms of ASW. We observe that k1 consists of all three categories EB, EW and PUL in very close number, whereas the number of EA is comparatively small. In contrast, k2 is significantly dominated by EW over EA, EB and PUL (see, Table 2 ). So our objective method results in classification which is independent of the so-called subjective classification, consisting primarily of two types of eclipsing binaries. It indicates there is probably no pulsating stars in the present data set, otherwise the method must have resulted in a separate group of pulsating stars. In k1, the systems are bluer and consist of stars with unequal mass, whereas the systems in k2 are redder and consist of stars with comparable mass. To tell exactly what the shape of a cycle is, all the cycles could be superimposed on top of each other. Hence each data point can be plotted, but instead of plotting the time, we would like to plot "how far it is into the cycle". That way, all the cycles will be "folded" on top of each other, and we may have enough data to give us an accurate picture of what the cycle looks like. For a LC "how far it is into the cycle" is termed as its phase. So if the period of a star is known, and constant, it is possible to define phase (Percy 2007 )-the fraction of the star's variability cycle which has elapsed. The phase is defined as,
where t is the time of the measurement of the star, here in HJD; t 0 is an arbitrary epoch -usually a time of maximum or minimum brightness, here the time of the first observed maximum; and P is the period of the star, here in days. A graph of observed magnitude versus corresponding phase is called a phase diagram. Phase diagram for phase ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 shows one complete cycle of the corresponding star. A phase of 0 is the same as a phase of 1, -1 or 2. The standard phase (as given in equation (3)), always lies between 0 and 1, subtracting 1 gives the previous-cycle phase within -1 and 0, or adding +1 gives the next-cycle phase within 0 and 2.
Linear Spline or Piecewise Linear Interpolation is a famous time series segmentation method (Cassisi et al. 2012 ), which can be simply implemented to approximate astronomical time series. We also considered different cubic splines (Fritsch and Carlson 1980; Hyman 1983; Dougherty et al. 1989 ). In our situation, linear spline is preferred over cubic splines as cubic model fitting turned out to be inappropriate to our data set.
For clustering these time series, using the distance measure under consideration (discussed in Section 3.2), we need to get a full cycle over phase 0 to phase 1 for each LC having values at the same and equidistant phase points. For this purpose we performed the following steps: i) Using equation (3), the time points are converted into phases. It results in 1318 LCs of different lengths, at different phases, over different phase ranges. For the i th LC, we get non-equidistant phase points from phase 0 to phase p i (close to 1 but <1), where p i = maximum of standard phases, available for the i th LC, i = 1, 2, ..., 1318. ii) For all the LCs, we have observations over phase interval [0, p i ] ∈ [0, 1), provided values of p i are different for all i. Here we do not use any extrapolation techniques as it involve larger uncertainty compared to interpolation, so to interpolate the series over phase [0,1], we extend the phase interval of the i th LC to [0, p i + 1] ∈ [0, 2), i = 1, 2, . . . , 1318, by adding +1 to the standard phases (computed in step (i)) and apply linear interpolation technique (described in step (iv)) to the observations over this extended phase interval. iii) In our data set, length of the given LCs varies from 130 to 264, except one LC of length 5. For the analysis, we need LCs of equal length (say, l * ), which are equidistant over the phase interval [0,1]. Now, we fix this l * = 272 empirically, so that there is no loss of information (as l * > 264) and a length of 272 is not too large to increase the computational burden. Also, the error in linear interpolation decreases with the increase in l * , provided l * should not be large enough to bring about considerable error for the under-sampled series. Here all the LCs (except one) have lengths at least equal to 130 with most of them having lengths close to 272, so l * = 272 does not cause significant error in approximating the series of lower lengths. iv) Finally, piecewise linear interpolation is applied to the observations at the phases (computed in step (ii)) to obtain observations at 272 equidistant phase points over the phase interval [0,1], using the following Linear Spline (Press et al. 1992 ): Given a tabulated function y i = y(x i ), i = 1, 2, ..., N with x i < x i+1 for i = 1, 2, ..., N −1, a linear spline is successive linear interpolations through the data points, i.e. it is a continuous piecewise degree-1 polynomial. The interpolating function joins N −1 linear functions of the form
, Here a i and b i are constants, and (a)
A2: k-Medoids: Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM)
We use the "PAM" algorithm for k-medoids clustering method (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990 ). The initial choice of k-medoids is quite important in the success of the output of the method. So it is vital not to choose them arbitrarily or subjectively. This algorithm takes care of this aspect. The algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, called BUILD, initial k-medoids are chosen such that the sum of the distances of all the objects in the data set from the first medoid is as small as possible, the sum of the distances of all the previously non-selected (i.e. non-medoid) objects in the data set from the second medoid is as small as possible, and so on. The algorithm is given below: Firstly, choose the object of the data set for which the sum of the distances to all the other objects of the data set is minimal. Subsequently, at each step another object is selected such that the objective function is decreased as much as possible. To get this object, the following steps are carried out (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990): 1. Consider an object i which has not yet been selected. 2. Consider a non-selected object j and calculate the difference between its distance D j with the most similar previously selected object, and its distance d(j, i) with object i. 3. If this difference is positive, object j will contribute to the decision to select object i. Therefore we calculate
4. Object i is selected for which the total gain j C ij is the maximum.
This process stops when k objects have been selected as initial medoids.
In the second phase of the algorithm, called SWAP, we try to improve the clustering by improving the set of k medoids. We consider all pairs of objects (i, h) for which object i has been selected as medoid and object h has not, and we consider the swap when object i is no longer selected as medoid but object h is. Here we improve medoids so as to minimize the sum of the distances of the objects in the cluster from the cluster medoid. To calculate the effect of a swap between i and h on the value of the clustering, the following calculations are carried out (steps 1 and 2): 1. Consider a non-selected object j and calculate its contribution C jih to the swap: a. If j is more distant from both i and h than from one of the other medoids, C jih is zero. b. If j is not further from i than from any other selected medoid (d(j, i) = D j ), two situations must be considered: b1. j is closer to h than to the second closest medoid
where E j is the distance between j and the second most similar medoid. In this case the contribution of object j to the swap between objects i and h is
b2. j is at least as distant from h as from the second closest medoid
In this case the contribution of object j to the swap is
It should be observed that in situation b1 the contribution C jih can be either positive or negative depending on the relative position of objects j, h and i. Only if object j is closer to i than to h, the contribution is positive, which indicates that the swap is not favorable from the point of view of object j. On the other hand, in situation b2 the contribution is always positive because it cannot be advantageous to replace i by an object h further away from j than from the second closest medoid. c. j is more distant from object i than from at least one of the other medoids but closer to h than to any medoid. In this case the contribution of j to the swap is
2. Calculate the total result of a swap by adding the contributions C jih :
In the next steps it is decided whether to carry out a swap. 3. Select the pair (i, h) which minimizes T ih . 4. If the minimum T ih is negative, the swap is carried out and the algorithm returns to step 1. If the minimum T ih is positive or 0, the value of the objective cannot be decreased by carrying out a swap and the algorithm stops.
It is noteworthy that as all potential swaps are considered, the results of the algorithm do not depend on the order of the objects in the input file (except in case some of the distances between objects are tied). The number of desired clusters (i.e. k) is required to be specified in advance. This algorithm instantly computes ASW (discussed in Section 3.3) for different values of k and helps us choose the number of clusters. It provides a novel graphical display, the Silhouette plot (Rousseeuw 1987 ) (discussed in Section 3.3).
A3: Silhouette Width
For each observation i, the Silhouette Width (SW) s(i) is defined as follows (Rousseeuw et al. 1987 ): a(i) = the average distance between i and all other points of the cluster to which i belongs.
If i is the only observation in its cluster,
For all other clusters C, d(i; C) = the average distance of i to all observations of C.
The smallest of these d(i; C) is,
This can be seen as the distance between i and its "neighbor" cluster, i.e. the nearest one to which it does not belong. Now, the number s(i) is obtained by combining a(i) and b(i) as follows:
It is possible to write this in one formula:
.
It is clear that −1 ≤ s(i) ≤ 1. Note: An uncertain type is followed by a colon and an ambiguous type is given with a slash. 
